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INTRODUCTION 

In the studies of the effects of multiple path systems, difficulties 

were encountered in conducting tests and in computer programming. The 

difficulties were (1) problems in the systematic conduct of outlined 

testing procedures , (2) problems in the construction of apparatus for 

scheduled tests , and (3) problems with digitizing taped signals for 

computer programming. These were in part due to diversion of interest 

on the part of personnel assigned to the tasks and in part to equipment 

problems in the Adage, Inc. equipme. rented for digitizing. However, 

the results obtained in the study of acoustical delay lines, aimed 

towards their use in signal processing, may have some merit. This 

material is presented in the attached reports of the Tufts University 

Department of Mechanical Engineering. 

RESUME OF CONSIDERATIONS 

Based on the studies of the human pinna, and following the 

mathematical formulation of that function, it has been shown that the 

redundant signals in acoustical multipath systems may be processed 

to improve intelligibility and to do so selectively to location of the 

source of the signals. 

In order to provide studies leading to the utilization of these 

facts, duplicate pinna and mounts were constructed, a system of 

multiple microphones was designed, and reverberant studies using 

room reverberation and reverberation synthesized by delay line were 

outlined. (As previously mentioned, difficulties prevented the 

realization of these studies.) 

In order to systematize the work, it was scheduled as follows: 

1. Comparison tests of microphones with and 
without pinnae. 

2. Comparison tests of single microphones 
and multiple arrays. 



3. Comparison tests of computed attention 
and uncomputed reverberation. 

I still believe that pursuit of such a program under proper conditions 

would be extremely useful. 

In order to provide data, word list tapes were prepared for use 

in deriving intelligibility statistics and are available. 

In order to provide delay lines of use in the program, studies 

were initiated which led to the attached reports. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is still conceivable that the use of wire delays, digitizing 

and machine computation on reverberant signals will provide selection 

and improved intelligibility. However, it is also concluded that such 

work must be pursued in an environment where the purposes of the 

research can be systematically followed. 
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TUFTS UNIVERSITY MECHANICAL ENGINEERING REPORT 

NUMBER T.U.M.E.R. 66-2 

ON THE ELECTRICAL GENERATION AND SENSING OF ROTATIONAL 
STRESS WAVES IN METAL WIRE DF.TAY LINES 

by Philip Yang and Lloyd Trefethen, 6 October 1966 

ABSTRACT 

A model is proposed for the mechanism of the origin of the rotational 
stress waves in a wire when an unsteady voltage is supplied to n 
coil around the wire and a steady state current is supplied to the wire. 
The relationship of the voltage at the output coil to the voltage at the 
input coil was derived as: 

gN2 (n+ 1) Iop 
1/2 

27T2 R N G 3/2 
1 n 

a 
1 

Further study is needed to examine the validity of the assumptions 
made. 
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APPENDIX 

N OMEN CT AT’J RE 

p 
J current density, Amperes/meter 

ñ outward normal vector indicating direction only 

2 
S(a) area, meter 

3 
V Volume, meter 

charge density, Coulombs/ineter^ 

F force density, Newtons/meter^ 

E electric field intensity, volt/meter 

B induced magnetic field density, Gauss/meter 

H applied magnetic field density, Gauss/meter2 

D electric displacement vector, Coulombs/meter2 

jX permeability constant 

£ dielectric constant 

V/¿ gradient of ^X+ 

Nj No. of turns at input coil 

No. of turns at output coil 

*2 length of input coil, meters 

*2 length of output coil, meters 

ij(t) current at input coil. Amperes 

^1(t) voltage at input coil, volts 

I0 steady current through the nickel line. Anderes 

ft radius of the nickel line 

Fs force in the rotational direction, Newtons 



G n 

torque, Nevrton meter 

angular rotation (displacement) 

constant strain, degree/meter 

2 
shear modulus of nickel, Newtons/meter 

i* 

speed o** propagation, meter/sec 

delay time, sec. 



T T N T RD Dl’GTI ON 

A nickle-wire delay line was developed by D. W. Batteaii and 

G. P. Flanagan, initially suggested by observations by students in 

a senior projects laboratory course; subsequently, it was found that 

H. Whitehouse and others at N.O.T.S., Pasedena, had been working on such 

a delay line for some time. fl). At this time, details of the N.O.T.S. 

delay line, and of the ideas of that group, have not been available; 

H. Whitehouse has suggested background references which will be studied, 

and which will undoubtedly change appreciably the pattern of ideas here 

adopted as a tentative model of operation of the delay line. Additionally, 

one of us (Phillip Yang) intends shortly to visit N.O.T.S. for the purpose 

of discussing these phenomena. In particular, ohe reference which has been 

glanced at suggests that a quite different explanation for the initial twist 

than that detailed in Appendix B may be applicable. 

The observation originally made by students was that a nickle wire 

carrying a d.c. current was subjected to a rotational stress wave that 

travelled along the wire when a voltage pulse was applied to a short coil 

around the wire. The wave was observed in the voltage output from another coil 

placed some distance along the wire. Actually, two waves were observed, first 

a compression wave, which was expected, followed by the unexpected, slower 

travelling, torsional wave. 

Batteau, Flanagan and Yang have made a number of experiments with these 

wires supported by a contract with N.O.T.S. It has been found that the 

torsional wave provides a convenient information carrier that allows for 

adjustable delay times, providing a device which could be of considerable 

use in information processing problems of interest in other research being 

conducted here. (I). 



The writers have attempted to develop a model for the delay line 

from which they could derive a relationship between the input and output 

voltages, described in this report. These results now provide a basis for 

experiments to determine their validity, and a set of hypotheses to be 

examined by study of relevant literature. These next steps should be 

interesting, because having just looked at one probably relevant paper 

on the "Wiedemann effect" appears that at least one of our hypotheses, 

that relating to the cause of twisting, may need drastic revision. 

r -. •f 
L 



H. Quasi-static Maxwell Equations for Electro-Mechanical System 

The input of the delay line system shown was to have an unsteady 

current to the coil. The impedance of the coil was mainly of inductive 

type. The current in the coil may also be related to the magnetic field 

surrounding the coil. The magnetic flux B, induced inside the nickel wire 

interacted with the steady current supplied through the nickel wire. The 

result of the interaction, J x B, may be the origin of the stress waves. 

This will be continued in a later section. 

Ô 

For any unsteady magnetic flux ÏÏ, there exists in general an electric 

field 1. The relationship of B and Ë follows the Maxwell Equations 

(Appendix A). Since the exact solutions of the Maxwell equations are 

complicated and involved, approximations are needed. 

For the majority of electro-mechanical systems, the mechanica] 

velocities and operating frequencies are low enough so that the electro¬ 

magnetic part of the system can be treated as almost static (quasi-static). 

This is allowable Vince the sonic velocities in a solid are usually less 

than 8 x l(j meters/sec. and these sonic velocities are very much less 
O 

than the velocity of light (3 x 10 meters/sec.) The speed of electro¬ 

magnetic waves in material may be one order of magnitude smaller. 

As in any approximation, its validity depends on the detailed nature 

of the system to be analyzed. We define our system as a magnetic system, 
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in which the primary excitation is the free current Density J, and 

the primary field is the magnetic field. For the quasi/static case, 

the Maxwell equations become 

T5 ~ 
These equations as well as boundary conditions will be used 

to determine the field function B sind in turn, the body forces which 

produce the mechanical distortions propagating as waves along the wire. 

If the solution from the above quasi-static equations and the given 

boundary conditions is not adequate, a more accurate solution can be 

obtained by iteration. Substitute the quasi-static solution into the 

Maxwell equations and solve for the unknowns as additional quantities. 

This iteration can be carried out for any degree of accuracy. 

III. Body-forces Due to the Magnetic input 

Using the quasi-static equation, the magnetic flux (density) B 

can be vetched as follows. 

1 
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•A-îrtf>t&CûÎl 

For the condition ^»R, the axial field density Ba in the nickel wire 

will be uniform in the middle region of the coil. The radial components of 

the magnetic fluxes Br exist only near the two ends of the coil. The field is 

a function of time and varies with the input current in the coil. Since the 

nickel wire is rotationally symmetric in geometry, so too is the magnetic flux 

density B. 

The interaction of the conducting current Iq with the two radial components 

of the magnetic fluxes may produce the rotational stress wave. The axial com¬ 

ponents may be responsible for the compressional stress wave. The body force F 

in general will be [51 » 

If a large steady state current density, Xcon., is supplied to the nickel wire, 

the total current density Twill be the sum of the conducting Tcon. and the 

magnetic current density Tmag. [h]. The induced eddy current density is neg¬ 

lected. For this study of the rotational stress wave, F may be considered to 

be F . Then, the torque T , which produces the rotational 

displacement,^, is ï “//^(ß j ^dtf 
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Toi-que and Amolar Displacement 

In the derivation of the torque expression (Appendix B), the sum of the 

steady conducting current and the steady magnetic current [h], both inside the 

nickel wire, will be substituted into the equation. The magnetic flux density, 

ÏÏ, will be the radial components only which exist near the two ends of coil. 

Then, the torque T can be related to the angular displacement 6 in a linear 

manner for the nickel wire. 

) 

JJi 
Gh JEC 

Where J[is the second moment of area. 

Finally, the angular displacement 9 at any time and at any point 

along the nickel wire may be a function of N, I , i(t), G and R 
1,. o' '* n* 

or 

2HG* /2* 

[see Appendix B] 

At a special condition, i.e., t^Jsr constant with respect to time, 

9 will be the displacement caused by two equal and opposite torques. 

,, 0 
V 
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V. Stress Wave Propagation and Output Voltage 

With a step function of the current tit;, the two torques (twist) 

acting in the nickel at the region near the two ends of the input coil 

will be a step function too. If a single concentrated torque of step 

function acts at a point of the nickel wire, X - 0, the wave front will 

be at X after the o 

lorjut 

JH 

Tic T 

I 
I 

time to. The region (+) at the right of X - 0 will be considered as a 

positive angular strain, , while the region to the left of X * 0 will 

be the negative strain. [5] 

The result of adding two opposite torques for a step current will be 

shown! 

X X 
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These diagrams will be valid ifj 

a) the attenuation is zero 

b) the wave front is small compared to where the wave front is 

defined as the region at which the inertia effect is located. 

The above discussion is the result of a step current l(t) at the input 

coil. When a pulse current of widthtw is applied, the result will be the 

sum of two opposite and equal steps with a shift in time of tw. Or 

1_ 

* 

equivalent 

■fco 

Then the stress pulses generated will be 

A downstream pick-up coil will 
give a voltage.reading due to the motion 

Wie Hicwiictfusm 
of the strained region. The following will describe briefly 

the inverse process. 

The inverse coupling of stress waves and the magnetic flux changes 

may be modeled either as the inverse magnetostriction or as the displacement 

of the residual magnetism. The former one has been initially investigated 

by B. Langenecker [6). The result of either concept will lead approximately 

to the following. As the strained regions (stress waves) propagate along the 

nickel wire, a magnetic flux moves with the stress waves. When the stress 

waves pass through the output coil, the change of the magnetic flux with 

time will he read out as a voltage output. 

r 
V 
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If the inverse magnetostriction model is adopted, then the magnetic flux 

can be calculated as a function of the stress wave, 

f V<? r zirr Jr 
'o Ik 

3 is constant. 

In general, the output voltage at the pick-up coil will be 

u _ 
n - 7E 

Therefore, the voltage will be a function of the stress waves and the 

length of the output coil. Using the stress pulses generated by the pulse current 

input, previously discussed, and the length of the output coil ®Qual that 

of the input coil the voltage pulses are 

1 
TT 

1 

£ 

Using the superposition rule, the stress waves & and the output 

voltage (V2) of any given input current can be sketched: As follows. 

at) 

d& . ft 

*=i 

^ f°' i,=t} 
■ 
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Under a 

a given 

different condition ÄL 
c 

i(t) is as shown below. 

, the result for 

In the above two special i -ses; e.g. —■* 
^ O C ^ C TT c » 

the voltage outputs V^, were easily determined by sketching. However, under 

the following condition, can be written in a close form. 

If the curve of the strain wave^f, is reasonably smooth compared to the 

time of á¿ , the voltage V„ can be out into a closed form as illustrated. 

letting 

V 
2 

, then 
c: c "c 
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The pattem of the magnetic flux is similar to that of the strain wave. 

The magnetic flux traveling with the strain wave is the difference of two 

functions. Both are of the same form as the current input function, but 

one is delayed by with respect to the other. Since J? is negligible, the 

voltage can be simply equal to the derivative of the magnetic flux curve. 

or 

1 2r? ¢,, tf2 l 

The time t1 is considered to start when the strain wave reaches the 

output coil. At is equal to . Expanding the in terms of Taylor 

series and neglecting higher order terms, 

Vi«, = £ 
The 

<£3/x </*2. 

current i(t) at the input coil can be expressed as ¿(ir) — 

For an inductive coil, the impedance ¿ is mainly /. ^ 

i - ¿cfiJfrrR2- 
Where /_ zz '-- 

Hence, by substitution, It 

Dt * delay time 
« • 



V. CONCLUSION 

A model was proposed for the mechanism of the origin of the rotational 

stress wave in the nickel wire when an unsteady voltage was supplied to 

a coil around the wire and a steady state current was supplied to the 

wire. Further study is needed to examine the validity of the assump¬ 

tions made. However, the relationship of the voltage at the input 

coil and the voltage at the output coil was derived as 

14 se ¿V, 
^ R N, 3Î- 

if and only if 

(1) the electro-mechanical system is quasi-static ; 

(2) the effect of the eddy current in nickel is small. 

(3) the length of the input coil is larger than the diameter of 

the nickel wire. 

(4) the radial component of the magnetic flux density, 

can be separable; e.g., t)-' flri §-0<) fct), 

near the two ends of the input coilî 

(5) the wave front at which the inertia effect is located is small 

compared to the length of the coil; 

(6) the inverse coupling of the stress wave and the magnetic flux 

change is linear# The mechanism may be modeled either as the 

inverse magnetostriction or as the displacement of the residual 

magnetism; 

(7) the i^axwell equations hold; 

(8) the curve of the input current ^function tíç) is reasonably smooth; 

(9) in the Taylor expansion of 

Û « A c 
e(c 

y 
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APPENDIX A: MAXWELL EQUATIONS FOR A ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SYSTEM 

For a continuum model, the following are assumed to hold: 

1. Conservation of Charges 

where 

n ■ outward normal to the surface 

_ O 
J ■ current density in Amperes/m 

Pc - charge density in Coulombs/m^ 

2. Lorentz Force 

F= f(Ë + fxß 
3. Faraday's Law 

1)13- ñ <&■ 

h. Ampere's Law 

i h -+* J*. 
5. Auxiliary Relations 

3= 
j-(r£ 

fò 8 -n ¿(o. — ° 

I 
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APPENDIX Bt DERIVATION OF ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT, ßfaj 

In section III, the torque which produced the angular displacement 

(rotational) was expressed as 

(Txb)*FJI? (1) 

Inside the volume integral, the value 7 will be a sum of a conducting 

current density JcQn and a magnetic current density J mag. [I4] When 

a current R."1” ) is supplied into the nickel wire of diamêter 

2R, a very large magnetic field, B, is induced inside the nickel. On the 

other hand, with the same current Io in a copper wire of the same diameter, 

2R, a rathe' small magnetic field exists in the copper. B=M H. For the 

Nickel case, whilefor copper. The large I in the ferromagnetic 

material (nickel) can be explained by introducing a new vector M 

Ñ~-6 -/7 ^ (a) 
i.*“- VX H (b) 

Pa M (c) 
Where M is the vector of the permanent magnetism in the ferromagnetic 

material. 
fmmm 

Since sJcptf iffipL j H - 

-r _ ~T by combining (a), (b). and (cV 
Hence J — W 

(2) 

The direction of J is parallel to that of the conducting one. It is uniform 

across the whole cross-sectional area in the nickel except at the surface 

where singularity occurs. The magnitude of the (opposite to J) surface current 

would be equal to the product of the magnetic current density and the cross- 

sectional area. The net current should be equal to the conducting one. 



Before substituting J into equation (1), the magnetic flux density B 

should be discussed. As in Section III, the part of the magnetic field which 

will be used is the two radial components, B , at the regions near the two 

ends of the coil. Thus, in evaluating the tocque at the end of the coil, 

Pro m (Ü 

~r- —îs. 8r(>- xA) ■L.vKrdr 
J Jc Z TTÑj1- ' r > ' 

If Br mrfO') $■(*)-£ &) «"« 

Since J-fir) <*) ^ 

Equation (d) becomes 

T — Ñ, L(t) r 
JH?- 4 A, ' 

(¿4+1) M. /4 

*{- At 
Then, the angular displacement 0 is JULl. 

Q-Jt 

(d) 

(e) 

^ 

O 
2 shear modules of nickel in Newtons'/tn 

“lx iC- 

the second moment of area ttuA/ 

ev for nickel 

AÎÆ ¿«1 
R1 <rc 

For copper 

&C*) 

If the nickel line is replaced by a copper wire of a diameter 2R, 

Crc =• shear yyiz~é~ujl uo 
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2 
Young's modulus pound/meter 

Poisson's ratio 

2 
Lanflí * constant pound/meter 

2 
rigidity modulus (shear modulus) pound/meter 

strain component directed along the i axis and acted on the 

face whose unit nomial is along the j axis. meter/meter 

i “1,2, 3; j “1,2, 3orx,y, z 

£.11 «£i 

ell + *22 + e33 

similar stress component pound/meter*- 

constant coefficient k “ 1, 2, 3 

work, pound-meter 

elastic energy, pound -meter 

magnetic energy. Joule 

magnetic component along the kth axis, k “ 1, 2, 3, or x, y, z 

(10 /4tt Ampere/meter) 

angle of twist over the entire length / , rad 

permeability of material 

Gauss 

(Oe) 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Ferromagnetic material such as nickel» iron» cobalt, and their alloys 

deform dimensionally when a magnetic field is applied to them. A cylin¬ 

drical nickel rod decreases in length when an axial magnetic field is 

applied. Hence, nickel is called magnetostriction negative. On the other 

hand, an iron rod expands or increases in length with an applied magnetic 

field and is called magnetostriction positive. The above physical phenom¬ 

ena were first noted by Joule and are referred to as the Joule Effect. 

(1,2,3,4) 

A twist in the rod was also observed by Wiedemann when a two-dimen¬ 

sional magnetic field was applied, an axial component and a tangential 

component, to the rod. The direction of the twist depended upon the 

property of the material (either magnetostriction positive or negative) 

and the orientations of the applied magnetic field. (5) 

These effects were used in systems such as analog or digital computers 

as delay lines. (6,7,8,9,10) The Wiedemann Effect has been used extensively 

in the recent work (11), since in the torsional mode, the delay time is 

longer for the same length of the delay line and the dispersion of the 

signal waves is negligible. 

The magnitude of the twist in a rod is a function of the two components 

of the magnetic field, and the properties of the material. (5) This 

functional relationship has not been investigated well. For the lack of 

the three dimensional relationship of the stress-strain and the applied 

magnetic field, the description of the two dimensional twist made in the 

recent work (11) seemed inadequate. This study is aimed to derive a set 

of three dimensional equations by using the Thermodynamic Laws, the 

scalar and vector properties of the energy and the stress, and the synmetry 

of the rasteriali We limit our argument to the case of negligible hystereses 

losses of both the magnetic energy and the mechanical energy. It is also 

under the isothermal (constant temperature) and adiabatic (no heat transfer) 

conditions. 

... n 
y 



2. ANALYSIS 

Both the Joule and Wiedemann Effects are the result of the coupling 

between the elastic energy and the magnetic energy. The arguments or 

the logic to establish the needed coupling energy are what we are 

going after. If the development of the simple elastic energy uncoupled 

from the magnetic field contains to a certain extent what we want, then 

we ought to consider the elastic part first. 

2.1 The Elastic Part of the System 

2.1.1. The General Stress-Strain Relation 

The general equations have been known to us for many years.(12) 

For an elastic, isotropic medium, the linear stress-strain equations 

contain only tv-' elastic constants, either E and V ; \«nd G or any two 

combinations of the four. (Appendix A). 

Eij - 4 i vi+v>«v1 
- 2(1+ V ) (T i 4 j 

E 

The principal axes of stress coincides wJLth that of strain. The stress 

invariants 1^, 1^ and 1^ are 

I 

I 

I 

1 

2 

3 

« <r ♦ a +o" 
XX yy 7.2. 

-ff<r+ff(r«-<r(r-o 
XX yy yy zz zz xx 

2 
xy 

XX 

XX 

¿X 

(T (T 
xy xz 

cr cr 
yy y* 

<T O' 
z.y zz 

These invariants may be used in the energy expression in later sections. 

2.1.2. Elastic Energy 

From the First Law of Thermodynamics, the adiabatic work is 

equal to the energy and it is a point function or an exact differential. 

The elastic energy may also be shown as a function of the stresses and 

the two elastic constants (Appendix B) 



3 
U - w 

e ~ (Ö2 ♦ G2 + Ö2 2E XX yy zz +0 0" +00-) c. XX yy yy zz zz xx 

(1+^) 
E 

(G2 + Ö2 xy yz ♦ Ö2 ) zx 2.1.2 (•) 

The elastic energy W is a scalar quantity. Any scalar quantity is inde¬ 

pendent of the choice of the coordinate system. While the stress 

is a tensor quantity and its value in general is dependent on the coor¬ 

dinate axes, only the invariants of the stress tensor, which have the 

same properties as the energy, can be related to the energy. Hence, the 

elastic energy may be expressed in terms qf the stress invariants, the 

equation 2.1.2 (a) can be put as 

W - 1 
2 E 1 

!i±Í2 I, 
E 2 

I » ÿ + (T +0 
1 xx yy zz 

+00 + 00- - 02 
2 X y • y z uz s XV u xy yz zx 

Actually, the elastic energy, W, may be derived directly in the next 

section by using the properties of scalar and veotor quantities, and 

the invariants of the stress tensor. These properties will also be 

used in deriving the coupling energy between the elastic and magnetic 

energies. 

2.1.3. Stress - Invariant Method. 

The elastic energy can be expressed as a power series of these 

stress invariants. 

w ■ C, «rn . (T22. <r33) . C2 < <ruf22. ff22<r33. f33 «n 

^12 “ ®23 ” ^31^ + ^3 ^11 + ^22 + ^33^ + • • • 

P 
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If the argument is limited to the case of small variations, i.e., 

« C-?)2, then the third and higher orders of stress terms can 
L & 

be neglected in the above equation. Since the stress is a vector quan¬ 

tity, * 0; and since the elastic energy W is a point function, the 

strain is 

'ij - »5^ ’ r2(0¿k- V * 2C3(<rkk) i - j 

- -2¾ i + j 

By comparing with the stress-strain equations in Section 2.1.1., we have 

U**) . r - 
and ci - Jr Hence, the elastic energy W is 

W - J_ T2 . lili) I 
2E i E 2 

Similarly, the magnetic energy and the coupling energy may also be made $ 

available by this invariant technique. 

2.2 Magnetic Energy Um 

Un - V,, 

2.3 Coupling Between the Elastic and the Magnetic Energies. 

The magnetic effect on the elastic energy is similar to that of the thermal 

effect. The stress-strain field is set up by the change of either the magnetic 

field or the thermal field (the temperature field). But the analogy is not 

complete, since the magnetic field equations should be different from the 

stress-strain temperature equations. 

Considering all the possible combinations of both the magnetic and 

stress invariants, 



Uc ■ Sl'Vl * C22<r22h2 * C33<ri3h3 * <<rkk,[C2hkk 4 SV?' 

4 C4(ffllhl * * ®3^3> + C5(tri2hlh2 * Wj + ir31,’3hl) 

. c6(rkk)i[(hkk)2 ♦ --1 

For small variations again, C6 - 0. Since the coupling energy, Uc, is also 

independent of the choice of the coordinate system, thus the naming of 1, 2, 

and 3 is arbitrary, Cu- C22 - a Hence, the coupling energy is 

simplified to the following form. 

Uc ■ Cl<<rnhl + * (r33h3) * (01 * * ir3,[C20,l * h2 * S’ * C3(hl * h2 + ''s’1 

♦ ^(CTjhJ ♦ 0*2h2 ♦ (T3h^) 

♦ C5«ri2h1h2 ♦ (T23h2h3 ♦ (f31 h^j) 

The sum of the coupling energy and the elastic energy will be used to derive 

the general equations in the next section. 

2.4. The General Stress-Strain and Magnetic Field Equations. 

£;• = M. 
1 

U = ur + u. 

£J1 = 

Ezz — 

-33' 

'12 

-¿-rqtd + V) - VfCr^) J -t- ^ h1 + C2hKK+C3,1l(^+Qf'15 

- vr^)] + cih2 + c2hKK+c3hKh.+(;f, 

-^r<r33 ( i+y>) -v(<rKk)] + c, h3 + c2 hKK + C3hKhK4^¡ 

2 

7 

2fl-+V) yj- -f-(7 hi 
-Ë 5 i 2 

f 
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i ! 

6 

e23 = -21 Lt11 C2á + C5 h2 

¿31 + V). (r3¡ + c5 h3h2 

C2, C3, C^, and Cj are constants of material properties. This set of 

general equations is different from those of the stress-strain and temperature 

equations as mentioned earlier. 

In Section 2.1, it was mentioned that the princ.^al axes of stress 

always coincide with those of strain. It may be shown in the following that 

the principal a>'>es of stress in general do not coincide with the axes along 

which the components of the magnetic field are directed. If we use the prin¬ 

cipal axes of stress as the coordinate system through transformation, then 

the shearing stresses (shearing strains) are zero in those axes. Actually, 

that is the definition. If we apply the components of the magnetic field 

along those axes, and if these axes coincide with the principal axes of stress 

produced, then the general case would rule out any twist. This contradicts 

the Wiedemann Effect. That is, the principal axes of stress do not coincide 

with r - 0 - z cylindrical coordinates when the two dimensional magnetic 

fields, hQ and h , are applied to the simple cylindrical rod. 
W z 

2.5. Determinations of Material Constants. 

The constants C2, C3, C4, and in Section 2.4 can be correlated 

with the available experimental data in the literature (5, 13, 14, 17) for 

the most useful material. The data consisted of two groups, i.e., the 

I 
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Joule Effect and the Wiedemann Effect. 

2.5.1. One Dimensional Joule Effect. 

If the cylindrical coordinate system (r, 0, z) is used, the applied 

magnetic field is hr - h0 - 0, and hz - H0 . Since the rod is free to 

deform, ¢^. - 0. Then, the equations in Section 2.4 can be simplified 

as 

e 
r 

e 
e 

e 
z 

C2H0 * C3H0 

C2H0 * C3H0 

(CL * V “o * <C-. 

‘ e2r - 0 

♦ c4) " 
2 
0 

Correlating the above equations with the curves In Figure 1, we obtain 

the following results. The unit of C[ ,s ™ter/meter gauss and that of C2 

meter/meter gauss2. i)p is the Polsson-s ratio of 45 Permalloy. 

Material 

nickel 

iron 

cobalt 

45 Permalloy 

-3.9 

♦0.43 

'2 

♦1.2 

-0.12 

0 

. 53.1 
30 Vp 

-0.034 

+0.01 

0 

♦mV 

♦0.11 

-0.034 

0 

7 
' BÏÏ 

(Hq<:40 gauss) 

2.5.2. Two Dimenaional Wiedemann Effect 

Similar to the Joule Effect, the angle of twist, t, over the rod 

length (, can be expressed as a function of the magnetic field as follows. 

From the equation of Section 2.4., e. - C H H . e - r « 
#r 5 0 r , es7 f »/^ .(l8K 

- 0 Since H ■ 0. c 
r ’ r® 

a HoH 
Hence, 7 - C 

5 r 

zr 

r 
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s 
C5 is not a simple constant (5,13, 14). A typical case of the twist 0 vs 

Hq at constant Hz or vs at constant He is given in Figure 2. Figure 2 

shows that depends very much upon the magnitude of the field, Hg and 

Hz,/*s uel1 «s uPûn properties of the material. From Figure 2, 

2 _c 

- 0.14 sec/gauss , using the factor of 4.85 x 10 to convert radian to 

sec. The twists for iron, carbon steel and alfes (137. Al-Fe) are different in 

sign from those for nickel and cobalt. 



3. CONCLUSION 9 

The three dimensional stress-strain-magnetic field equations were derived 

for the isotropic ferromagnetic material. 

^LJ F^y f ^ y ) “ V Í)J + Q A; 

+ QV/Í ^ Q hHbK +C4ht [=j 
S -—Ê-1 <T;j +Csh¿hj L±j 

The coupling constants of material » C's, were determined. This set of equations 

applies very well to both the Joule Effect and the Wiedemann Effect as expected. 

The principal axes of stress (strain) do not in general coincide with the 

axes along which the components of the magnetic field are directed. 

r 
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APPENDIX A 

THREE DIMENSIONAL STRESS- STRAIN RELATIONSHIP 

In the most general form, each of the stress components isa linear 

function of the components of the strain tensor. That is, 

V C11CI + C12e2 + C13e3 + CUe12 + C15e23 + C16e13 

^23 “ C61el + C62e2 + C63e3 + C64e12 + C65e23 + C66eI6 

In equilibrium, the stress tensor is symmetric; (J^9 ■ (T,. 

So is the strain tensor. The thirty-six coefficients C,, . . . C,, 
II 66 

are material constants. If the elastic work is a point function, then 

»2u . ôfu_ 
ae^e" Âe2òei or ^12 " C21 

The elastic constants are symmetrical too. Hence, due to the symmetry, 

the thirty-six constants are reduced to twenty-one. In other words, the 

anisotropic linearly elastic material has twenty-one elastic constants. 

If we restrict our model to an isotropic medium, further simplification can 

be made. Fortunately, the isotropic model represents very well a large group 

of real materials. The following manipulations show that twenty-one aniso- 

trrpic material constants can be reduced to only two constants for the 

xsotropic case. 

Using the synmetry, again, we can get: 

C15 " C16 " C25 " C26 " C36 “ C45 

in the coordinate transformation 

- 0 

1 —*1, 2 -♦ 2, 3 -♦ -3. 

Similar transformation, 

rary. 

C14 " C24 "C34 " 

C11 “ C22 " C33* 

, 2 -*-2, 3-)3, will give 

0. Since the naming of 1, 2, and 3 is arbit- 

C13 C23 * C44 " C55 * C66 

o 



Then, the general stress-strain equations are 

^1 " Cllel + C12(e2 + e3) 

^ - C12(e2 + e3) + Cue2 

" Clle3 + C12(e2 + el) 

^12- C44e12 

^13" C44el3 

^23- C44e23 

The first conclusion is that for the isotropic material, the principal 

axes of stress (no shear) coincide with those of principal strain. Let 

(Cu - C^2)/2 sr G, and also C^2 ■ X. These are Lamé's elastic 

constants,(a «id X* « In stress tensor transformation from the 

principal axes to any arbitrary axes, can be shown to be G. Or in 

tensor notation 

¿U i - J 

CT 
E Uij 

Using the relations, 

G_JL_ 
0 2(l+>)) » 

i i4 j 

. G(3 ^2G) ^ _ A 
E X+G » y 5ÎÏÏG) 



APPENDIX . B 

THE ELASTIC WORK (ENERGY) 

If the deformation is adiabatic, the work input is a point function 

(15,1b). Then, the work is equal to the elastic energy I'j» (12). 

dU|j - <T(de ) + CT (de ) + (T (de ) + (T (de ) + CT (de ) + CT (de ) 
"xx yy ZZ xyxy xz xz yz yz 

This is the change of the elastic energy per unit volume. For a linear 

relation between the stress and the strain, the complementary energy, 

ex(dcr) + ••• , is equivalent to the energy itself, (Tde + 

Hence, 
.4¾ . ex 

KT x ’ 
X 

Using the linear isotropic stress-strain relations developed in Appendix A 

and performing the integration of the energy expression, we obtain the 

result : 

Ue .=: W - (0^ ♦ + ( 0. +(f(j- ♦ CT 0* ) + -líi (o2 + ... 
yy ^ ^/ y Z zx tí xy 
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AN ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF MAGNETOSTRICTIVE 

DELAY LINES 

by Philip Yang, January 1967 

ABSTRACT 

In an earlier report, (T.U.M.E.R. No. 66-2), an input-output 
relationship, derived for torsional signals in a magnetostrictive 
delay line, indicated that the output voltage was dependent upon 
the coil lengths, speed of propagation, and other factors. That 
analysis is extended here. Experimental data are reported, and 

compared to the predictions. 



NOMENCLATURE 

Input Coil Length, inches 

Output Coil Length, inches 

Speed of Propagation of Stress Waves, inch/second 

Cc , CL in compression and in torsion modes 

Number of turns of Input Coil 

Number of turns of Output Coil 

Direct Current in the nickel wire. Amperes 

Pulse Current in the coil, Amperes 

Resistance, Ohms 

Width of pulse current, seconds 

Distance between the input coil and the output coil 

Twist, radians 

<rOutput coefficient of magnetic flux over stress, Gauss/psi 

Stress, pounds per square inch, or psi 

Magnetic flux change. Gauss 

Input coefficient of stress over the Input Coil Magnetic flux; 

subscripts £ or £ referring to the compression or the torsional 

mode. 



INTRODUCTION 

The nickel delay line has been used in systems such as analog and 

digital computers as an information storage device and also in problems of 

speech recognition as an encoding and decoding device (1, 2, 3). The rela¬ 

tionship between the output voltage and the input current of the delay line 

was the subject of many investigators (3, 4, 5). Among them, R. C. Williams 

did an elegant work in obtaining "the voltage response by Fourier transform 

methods for an input current step-function". Differently from what he 

claimed, his treatment was valid only, according to the author's opinion, 

for the special case of smooth continuous current signal, not for a step. 

*2 
He took — to be infinitesimal without considering its validity. Since 

c 

his condition, i.e., the width of the current pulse was of the same order 

of magnitude as - , did not allow that assumption, then - has to be 
c ft c 

1 2 
considered finite. This point, whether is finite or infinitesimal, will 

be looked into more deeply in later sections. 

This report will carry a strong tone on the physical point of view. 

The voltage output may be shown in general as a function of the lengths of 

*1 *2 
the input and output coil, —— and at a given current step. Usually, 

the lengths of the input and output coil were made small and equal to each 

other for a better resolution in the information processing. That did not 

mean that the lengths could not be made different for understanding of the 

problem. In fact, a four inch input coil was used to demonstrate the depen¬ 

dence of the voltage output in a large scale. 



ANALYSIS 

INPUT CURRENT AND STRESS WAVE GENERATION 

If a step current was applied to the input coil of the nickel delay 

line, a compressional stress wave would be generated according to the Joule 

effect. That is also called magnetostriction. If the coil length was 

greater than its diameter, an unbalanced stress occurred near the end of the 

input coil instantaneously when the current step was put on. Thus, the 

stress waves (the disturbance of motion) started at the two ends of the coil. 

Similarly, the "orsional stress waves could also be observed, if the delay line 

was biased with a D.C. current, in addition to the current step in the coil. 

In this case, the compressions! stress wave was also there, but with a 

different speed of propagation. The direction of the magnetic flux due to 

the D.C. current was tangential. The step current gave an axial flux. The 

resultant of these two gave a helical strain, which was shown (6) to be 

equivalent to a twist (rotational displacement). This is often referred 

to as the Wiedemann effect. The rotational stress also started at the two 

ends of the long coil. 

Actually, the coil length was smaller than its diameter in most 

applications. Hence the signal form was distributed and rounded off. How¬ 

ever, in the following discussion, ideal conditions will be assumed for 

convenience. These conditions are (a) the coil length greater than the 

diameter; (b) the unbalanced force or torque was concentrated at the two 

ends of the coil; (c) the attenuation and dispersion effects were neglected; 

(d) the winding of the coil was uniform; and (e) the leakage of the magnetic 

flux was negligible. 

r- r 
Y 1 
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Since the similarity existed between the compressional and the torsional stress 

waves, the following arguments would apply to both modes. 

SIKhSS WAVE PKÜPAGA1IUN AND OUTPUT VOL'lAGE 

Given a step function of current the two unbalanced forces the 

two ends of the input coil, i.e., one at each end, would be a step function too. 

Considering either force first, it could act at any point along the delay line. 

Let that point be x ■ '0, at t ■ o. At t ■ t , the wave fronts would be at +x 
0 0 

and -V leavin8 behind the wave fronts a positive-stressed region and a nega¬ 

tive-stressed region, as shown in Figure l.a (7). The two unbalanced forces, 

which were separated by a distance of and opposite in sign, would give the 

stressed regions as shown in Figure l.b. There were a total of four wave fronts. 

Two were travelling in each direction and separated by a distance of 

The above discussions concerned a step current at the input coil. A 

pulse current of width t^ may be equivalent to the sum of two equal and opposite 

steps with a delay in time of t^. Similarly, the stressed regions for a pulse 

current could be shown as in Figure 2. Furthermore, any continuous current input 

could be considered as a sum of a series of current pulses of any incremental 

width each with a delay in time. 

An output coil downstream would give a voltage due to the motion of 

the stressed regions. The stress would result in the level change of the mag¬ 

netic fluxes in the stressed regions (8, 9). As the stressed regions propagate 

along the nickel line, it could be viewed that the steady magnetic fluxes moved 

with the same speed of propagation. When the fluxes passed through the output 

coil, a voltage would be generated in proportion to the change of the fluxes 

with time experienced by the coil. Mathematically, the voltage at the pick-up 



U 

coil would be V2 ^ JT • öuL in carrvinR oui the derivative, extra care should 

be exercised about the significance of the output coil length, , and the 

speed of propagation. 

VOLiAGE OUTPUl OF FINITE LENGTH ^ 

The length (2 can be modeled to be either finite or infinitesimal, 

if the input current is of the pulse form, (2 has to be considered to be 

finite. On the other hand, if the current is smooth and continuous, then we 

could consider £2 to be infinitesimal as in the next section. Now, for the 

finite length (?2 of the output coil, we shall take the derivative of the mag¬ 

netic fluxes with respect to time. The fluxes were proportional to the stress 

level of the stressed regions and the cross-sectional area of the nickel wire. 

v%hen the stressed regions reach the leading edge of the coil, the coil could 

experience a change of fluxes with time. ihis change would be proportional 

to the speed of the stress wave propagation. Similarly, the coil will also 

experience a negative change of fluxes when any stressed regions leave the 

trailing edge of the coil or the exit. But when the stressed regions are mov¬ 

ing inside the coil, they woulc give no change of fluxes with respect to time. 

With all these facts in mind, we could calculate the voltage V2 for the case 

' i of which is greater than t shown in Figure 2.a. Let n„ be the 
w 

number of turns per unit length of the coil: 

V .ÚÍ. .,,. 
dt ■ lim 

At ——>0 At 

n2^0C 

- 0 

- -2n ^0c 

£ + t > t > - 
C W — c 

d ^1 j 
— + — >t>t + £. 
c c — w c 

d+Íl.r._d.£i 
c C W - c c 

c c - c c w 
0 + t 
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2 ' f * —• -. > t > á * it 
w — c c 

ihe results were drawn in Figure 3 a and -i oi.r-o awe 
1 and ‘is?ure 3-b fhe cases of Figure 2.a 

and Figuro 2.b. Similar r.aults „£ fiRurc 4 could be coepared „uh the experi- 

»ents. These reaso„inRs are puite different from other Investigators’, such as 

d. C. Williams’, but surprisingly the results are the same. 

one thing „as significant.’ that the modulation by the input „as puite 

the same as that of the output coil. Next, let’s look into the case of infinit- 

esimal length of jf ;. 

VOLTAGE OUTPUT OF INFINITESIMAL LENGTH { 

2 is infinite now, it cannot be used here. Let i\2 be the total 

number of turns of the SMALL output coil. 

V = N ^ 
2 / dt 

where ^ = the compressional stress wave. 

(T = f —L- 

C ei 

Hence V = 

‘ t ’ t + Ät 

IMS delay of 4t in the stress „ave, * „as from the input colli ,.e.,it t 1 

ng the dL ln terms of the Taylor-seri es and neglecting the higher order 

terms, N 2 f 
V, - g i 4-¿ il _i 

' 'c' dt2 Cc 

Similarly for the torsional stress wave, (o) 

'2 V" - S.f d2i 
t t R Ct dt»- 
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HX^LtUMJiNlS 

whether the evide„ce provided by the test resuits support or reject the 

snaiysis depends very ™ch upon k„ottlcdRe of the testin, conditions ss vel, ., 

the testing variables, such as the input current and the lengths of the coils, 

ihe current pulse to the four-inch col, shoun in Figure 5 fed fro., a pul.e 

generator which gave a 12 volt pulse of 40 » lo'6 sec width at no load. The out. 

put voltage was stepped up by a transformer shown Figure 6. Iu„ klnds Qf 

reading at the secondary winding were taken and recorded, one at R - 103 

and one at R » cr» . In other words, at R ■ in^ t-ho 
the current of the secondary 

winding was recorded; while at R - od tne open voltage taken was actually equal 

10 the driving voltage of the prinmry winding if the voltage drop the short 

circuit due to the resistance was neglected. The current form of the secondary 

Winding was used in the delay line application and will be shown in the tr.ee of 

Figure 7 and Figure Ö for comparison. Here, we are interested in the readings 

of R - CO . 

The length of the output coil, 1,, w.s 1/8». Three Input coU lengths. 

1/8", 3/4", and 4" were used. In Figure 7 the upper trace was for the 1/8" 

input coil at R . co . The other three traces were at R - 103 f„r the 1/8V 

3/4". and^4" input coils respectively. The same traces for 3/4" and 4" coUs 

m « - 103 were In Figure 8 again. The bottom trace in Figure 8 was for the 

4" C0U at “ - “ • Fi*Ur' 9 ^ 3/4" cot, at R - 103 and R - co . The 

time scale for al, the traces was ÎO g IO’6 sec/cm. In the traces, both the 

compressi onal stre ss waves and the torsional one were there. The compressions! 

Signal came first with its higher speed of Cc - 2 x lo3 m/sec and was shown 

nearer the tero time at the far left end of the trace. The torsional one 

followed with a speed of Ct - i.i x 105 in/sec. 

1 
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Looking at these traces, we could see that the voltage forms were depend¬ 

ing upon the coil lengths and the speed of propagations, as we expected from 

i i 
Figure 4. For the input length of 4", - 20 x 10*6 sec and -- - 36 x 10-6 

Lc 

sec which were the times for each mode to delay and invert the current pulse. 

Ihe current pulses consisted of two major peaks and one negligible small one with 

a total width of d x 10 ° sec. In Figure 8, the bottom trace of the four-inch 

coil confirms the expected modulation due to the input coil. The output coil 

length, was 1/8" and — ° ^ x 10 sec; 9/8 x 10 ^ sec. It was not easy 
‘2 

“ * x iu sec; -. 
'C ° Lt 

to count the output coil's modulation. Since the modulations of the output coil 

and input coil were the same, the effects of the output coil on the voltage signal 

could be observed from the numbers of peaks, the different delays of the compres- 

sional and the torsional modes and the change of the input coil lengths. 

ihe current pulse had only two major peaks. The number of peaks in 

the compressional voltage was five, which was the result of delay shift of the 

output coil. The amount of delay shift in the torsional mode due to the same out¬ 

put coil was almost twice that of the compressional mode. Hence the torsional 

voltage form was also different. When the input length was short, 3/4" or 1/8", 

the modulations were messy. But the characteristics of the modulations were 

still there in Figure 9 and Figure 7. 

CONCLU SION 

We have established that the output voltage of a delay line was 

dependent on the input coil length and the output coil length, the speeds of 

propagation, and the input current pulse. We have found that the modulation 

of the input coil was similar to that of the output coil. The propagation 

of the wave fronts and the motions of the stressed regions were made trivial 

here. 
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The significance between the models of the finite and infini 

lengths of the output coils was first pointed out here. Longer and di 

coil lengths were used for demonstration. The results confirmed to a 

extent the expectations. 
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(a) 

(b) 
Figure 1 STRESSED REGIONS ALONG THE WIRE 

(a) Stress (Tvs. Distance x at t - t0 

of a concentrated force at x - o t « o 

(b) Actual stressed regions of a step current. 
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Figure STRESSED REGIONS CT VS TIME t OF A PULSE CURRENT 
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Figure 3 STRESS o', MAGNETIC FLUX AND OUTPUT VOLTAGE V2 
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Figun .jlíESS <r, MAGNETIC i , AND OUTPUT VOLTAGE V > 
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Figure 6 OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 

3 
R * 10 or cd 

sec 

OSC - Oscilloscope 



Figure 7 OUTPUT VOLTAGE vs. TIME 

(a) 1/8" coil, R « ao 

lb) 1/8" coll, R - 103 JI 

(c) 3/4" coil, R - 103H 

(d) 4" coll, R - 103Jl. 

Tima Scale» 20 x 10*** aec/cix 



Figure 8 OUTPUT VOLTAGE vs'. TIME 

20 X 10 ^ sec/cm 

(a) 3/^" coll. R - I03il 

(b) U" coll, R - 103JI 

(c) 4" coll, R • CD 

I 
\ 



Figure 9 OUTPUT VOLTAGE vs. TIME Or* 3/V COIL 

(a) R - I03J1. 

(b) R - oo 
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TUFTS UNIVERSITY MECHANICAL ENGINEERING REPORT 

NUMBER T.U.M.E.R. 67-4 

MAGNETIC CURRENT VA'1ST OF MAGNETOSTRICTION MATERIAL 

CONTRASTED WITH WTEDMANN'S TWIST 

by Philip Yang, February 1967 

ABSTRACT 

A current-carrying wire twists when subjected to the magnetic field 

of a surrounding solenoid. There are two causes of this twist, a 

magnetostrictive effect, the "Wiedemann" effect, and a torque 

interaction between the current and the solenoid fringing flux. 

This second effect has apparently not been previously considered. 

It is here shown that, for typical materials, this second effect is 

two or three orders of magnitude smaller than the Wiedermann 

effect. An experimental effort to detect this twist is reported; the 

results were useful in the sense that the twist was below the noise 

level, and therefore inaccessible, in the apparatus employed. 



NOMENCLATURE 

— 2 
J Current density, Amperes/meter 

ff Outward normal vector indicating direction only 

a;s Area, meter2 

3 
V Volume, meter 

B Induced magnetic field density, Gauss/meter 

•MU» 2 

H Applied magnetic field density. Gauss/meter 

/ur Permaabllity constant 

B - jjH 

N Number of turns of solenoid 

l Length of solenoid, meter 

Current to solenoid, Amperes 

I2 Current through the nickel rod. Amperes 

R Radius of the nickel rod 

T Torque, Newton-meter 

©■ Angular twist 

2 
G Angular modulus of nickel, Newtons/meters 



INTRGLUCTION 

A nickel wire delay line was developed by D. W. Batteau (1), initially 

suggested from observations by Mechanical Engineering students in a senior 

projects laboratory course at Tufts University; subsequently, it was found 

that H. Whitehouse and others at N.O.T.S., Pasadena, had been working on 

such a delay line for some time. M. Whitehouse has suggested background 

references which gave some descriptions of the operational model of the 

delay line, i.e., the Wiedemann Effect of the magnetostrictive material. A 

different alternative model was attempted. A J x B twist existed, in 

addition to the presence of Wiedemann's twist. This alternative twist, which 

has been neglected without reasons, will be examined here. The relative 

magnitudes of each twist will be compared. Then, and only then, the less 

significant one will be dropped with justifications. 

Ihe observations originally made by students were that a nickel wire 

carrying a d.c. current was subjected to a rotational stress wave that trav¬ 

elled along the wire when a voltage pulse was applied to a short coil around 

the wire. The wave was observed in the voltage output from another coil 

placed some distance along the wire. Actually, two waves were observed, 

first a compression wave, followed by a slower torsional wave. 

Batteau and Yang have made a number of experiments with these wires 

supported by a contract with N.O.T.S. It has been found that the torsional 

wave provides a convenient information carrier that allows for adjustable 

delay times, providing a device which could be of considerable use in infor¬ 

mation processing problems of interest in other research being conducted 

here. 
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Analysis of System 

The system which was chosen to be analyzed was different in geometry and 

in character from the actual delay line. A static system contained the point 

of interest of the operational model of the delay line; i.e., the twist due 

to J X B we wished to examine. It was simpler than the dynamical character¬ 

istic delay line in which the unknown inertia and damping forces were involved. 

Simple geometry would undoubtedly make the canculations and the testing demon¬ 

strations easy. Any twist in a wire could be related to the external torque 

applied in a static system shown in Figure 1. 

The input to the system was to have a current to the coil and a current 

to the wire (rod). The current on the coil may be related to the magnetic 

field surrounding the coil. The magnetic fluxes, B, interacted with the 

current, J, inside the nickel wire. As a result, J x B may be the force to 

produce the external torque about the wire axis. This will be continued in a 

later section. The magnetic flux inside the nickel wire, produced by the 

current coil, is governed by the static Maxwell Equation. 

Static Magnetic Field and Maxwell Equation 

The static Maxwell equations are 

$ B • ïïda - 0 

$ J • ïïda - 0 
*c 

B - *iH 

The boundary equations 

ñ x (B^- B^) ■ Kf 

TÏ -(^- b2) - 0 

where Kf is the surface current density (Amperes per meter) 
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The'magnetic fluxes satisfying both the Maxwell equations and the boundary 

condition are estimated as in the sketch of Figure 2, for the cylindrical wire 

or rod such as nickel, iron, or permalloys, surrounded by a long solenoid. The 

magnitude of the magnetic flux inside the nickel rod can be estimated from the 

following two simple cases of static magnetic problems. The first one is the 

magnetic flux produced by a long solenoid of air core and the second one is 

the 'C-shaped" yoke of nickel or iron with a coil of many turns of winding 

wrapped around the yoke (Appendix A,B). Thus 

Ba.^i 
/ 

K - 1 for the air core and 5 > K > 1 for the nickel or iron core. For the 

condition J > > R, the axial field density Ba inside nickél will be uniform 

in the middle region of the coil. The radial components of the magnetic fluxes 

Br exist only near the two ends of the coil. Since the nickel rod is rota¬ 

tional ly symmetric in geometry, so is the magnetic flux density B. 

The axial current density J in the nickel is a sum of the conducting 

current density JCOn and a magnetic current density (2). The magnetic 

current may be calculated as follows. 

When the conducting current i2 frR2Jcon) is supplied into the nickel rod 

of diameter 2R, a large tangential magnetic field is set up in the nickel. 

On the other hand, with the same current supplied to a copper rod of the same 

diameter, a rather small magnetic field exists in the copper. The difference 

is the magnetic permeability constant. The large magnetic field in the 

ferromagnetic material, such as mickel, iron, cobalt and their alloys, can 

be explained by introducing the magnetization M. 

Since 

Hence, 

M - B - ÏÏ 

J 
con. 

J 
mag. 

J 
con. 

J 
mag. 

■ Vx H 

-Px M 

It 

’ 

> -l) ‘2 

2itr2 

H 

o 
k 
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.'hese results will be used In calculating the driving torque in the next section. 

Torque and Angular Twist 

The interaction of the total current density J with the radial components 

of the magnetic fluxes B will result in the torque expression first. 

The value Twill be a sum of the conducting current density Jeon and a mag¬ 

netic current density described in the early section. The direction of 

j is parallel to that of the conducting one. It is uniform across the whole 

cross-sectional area in the nickel rod except at the cylindrical surface where 

singularity occurs. The magnitude of the opposite magnetic surface current 

would be equal to the product of the magnetic current density and the cross- 

sectlona area. The net magnetic current in the nickel ahould be equal to 

zero besides the conducting one. 

Having grasped the physical understanding of the quantities inside the 

above volume integral« we could carry out the integration easily. 

- (#1+1)-4 f r 1,2 dr dx 

The axial distance x is where the radial flux exists. 

Now we assume the function of Br to be separable* l.e.î 

Br(r,x,t) - f(r) g(x) h(t) 

where Ba is the uniform axial magnetic flux In the central portion of the 

solenoid and Br is zero there. 



Similarly 1 Brír’*- t)dx “ 
V 

(u+l)i 

K Nji^ 

K N,l,r 
Thus, 

+ UÍ, /• K ? 
_i. / .r dr 
R -'O 

One can be dropped when u»l 

Finally, 
T - T 1 

H Í2 K Njl^ 

8L 

The torque, Tj, does not include the part contributed by the surface 

current interacting with the radial magnetic fluxes. That surface torque, 

Ts, is opposite to and twice in value to the Tj. 

t‘ -£ Ih b' 
R dx 

where 

Hence, 

IM “ JM •1,r2 “ 12 

Ml2K»lii R2 

Ts-4?^- 

Taking the algebraic sum of these two torques, 

total 

M 12 * Nt it R 

8»1 

The angular twist fr, 

D 

SU 
where 2- (ilR^J/2, the second moments of area, meter 

After substitution. 

0 *2 ^ ^1*1 

4TTR2G )t1 

This twist will be compared with Yamamoto's next(3). 

.., n 
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Comparison of Results 

YauMimoto's twist: 

3 
R 

where\is the magnetostrictive coefficient 

10 
A" 15 X 10 at H = 4 Gauss - Amp/ctn for nickel. 

Comparing the order of magnitude of these two twists: 

(jL 

(?), 

. _ . 12.6 K U 
* R»tl0 ' "ioo Cgx (tt) 

2_ 
2 mi 

where is the conversion factor (Appendix C) 

Hence, Ratio 111 ^500 * 

when K ■ 5, u * 500, G “ 10 

, Ni. 
A --45 X 10 -jr— - 20 Amp/cm - 1 Amp/cm 

Hence, the J x B twist , is shown not significant in the nickel delay 
'A / Tvn 

11 iNewton 

f m 

. 1012 [d^nes 

cm 

'JxB 
1 ine. 



Discussion 

The testing condition of the Wiedemann twist was such that the presence 

of the magnetic current twist was always unexclusive. It gave a suspicious 

possibility that the Wiedemann twist might be magnetic rather than magneto¬ 

strictive. 

When a nickel wire was long enough so that the two ends of the nickel 

wire were outside the solenoid, the magnetic twist due to the introduction 

of the radial flux component of the solenoid and the magnetic current of 

the nickel wire was there as well as the magnetostriction twist. On the 

other hand, when the nickel wire was shorter than the length of the solen¬ 

oid and was placed completely inside the solenoid, the axial flux component 

of the solenoid could interact with the radial surface current (magnetic) 

of the nickel wire. As a result, a twist of equal magnitude as the first 

case was also there. For the passage of the conducting current in the 

second case, the ends of the nickel wire were connected to two copper wires 

extending away from the ends of the solenoid (+)• Now, the calculation 

made in this study excluded that suspicious possibility. 

D 
\ 



FEASIBILITY ÜF EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION 

In order to have greater confidence in the analysis, it is worthwhile 

to look into the demonstrations of the analytical results and its feasi¬ 

bility. Any ferromagnetic material of high permeabilities and low magneto¬ 

striction constants would satisfy the requirement - i.e., the large contrast 

between these two twists considered in the section of Comparison of Results. 

Carpenter Steel Company supplied us with their HiMu-80 alloy, its permeability 

being approximately 10,000 before saturation. Its magnetostriction constant 

was unknown, but could be measured. These two twists could also be separated. 

The diameter of the stock we received v*s 7/16", Any other smaller size was 

possible but not available. 

The sensing element of the magnetic twist to be measured consisted of a 

telescope, a mirror, and a scale. The distance L between the mirror 

attached to the free end of the niclel rod above the mercury pool and the 

scale was about 40 feet. With a surveying telescope, a 0.05 in. (on the 

scale) resolution could be observed. 

The angle of twist would be 

radians 

Letting - * 40 Amp/cm. 

Í2 ■ 40 Amp. 

R - 0.3 cm. 

12 2 
G ■ 10 dynes/cm. 

210 cm 

U - 10,000 

K - 5 

0 • 40 X 10’^radlans 



2 . 

The linear displacement, x, detected in the AO ft. away scale, wcuTd be 

X - 20L - 4 x 10"* in. 

The above optimistic number was not realistic, since the saturation of the 

magnetic fluxes due to the i2 - 40 Amp. occured much sooner. The non- 

linear region of the magnetic fluxes started at H - 0.01 gauss or H - 0.01 

x — Amp./cm. 

2TTRH - i2 

-2 
Hence 12 - 2.4 x 10 Amperes was the upper bound for R - 0.3 cm. in the 

linear region. 

-2 
When i2 - 5 x 10 Amperes was used, the angle of twist would be too small to 

be detected. 

The stiffness of the nickel rod was too large when R - 0.3 cm. The 

smaller the diameter the larger the twist would be. When R - 2.5 x 10'3 in., 

or R - 6 x 10 cm., x - 4 x 10 2 inches, which was still below the noise 

level of the system. If the 7/16- nickel rod was cut into two halves and these 

two nickel rods were connected to a thin copper wire, the copper wire in the 

middle was for less stiffness and the nickel rod for torques. Unfortunately, 

the magnetic current torques cancelled themselves, and the net torque would 

be zero in this case of feasible stiffness except the negligibly small one 

which resulted from the conducting current. 

If we increase the sensitivity of the sensing element, e.g., let L - 80 

feet, the signal to noise ratio would still be too small. In other words, 

the random vibration of the room gave a noise level of approximately 6 • 10'* 

^10 radians. 

In sumury, th. .„lytic result could not be easily demonstrated under the 

limitations of stiffness, the saturation, the nature of the magnetic current, 

and the noise level. 
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APPENDIX A 

Magnetic Field in Air Produced by a Long Solenoid 

A solenoid of length L, radius R,and n turns per unit length may be 

considered to be long vhen L » R, such as L ■ 100 R. If we assume that 

the current-carrying wire is closely spaced» the magnetic field may be in 

general calculated from the Biot-Savart Law, i.e.i 

db-iáM 
«ts-5 

where dB is the incremental flux due to the current-carrying segment dj. 

I is the current whose direction is parallel to the segment dj. 

S is the distance from the segment to the point at which the 

field flux dB is calculating. 

Thus, the contribution to B from any short segment of wire df can be taken 

to be a vector perpendicular to the plane containing df and S. 

Since the flux B along the axis of the long solenoid is easy to calculate 

and the result of it will help to estimate the pattern of variation of 

fluxes at different locations, we are going to calculate the field along 

the axis. This consists of two steps. Breaking the length of the solenoid 

into small segments of rings and considering the flux due to a ring-segsient, 

we may obtain first the following equation describing the field flux on the 

axis at any point z above or below the ring-segment, by the Biot-Savart Law. 

Next, the contribution from the ring-segment Included between radii from the 

point z making angles S and 0 ♦ d0 with the axis, is 

jn _ 2HR2 InS(d0) 

lince the length of the ring-segment of ttu solenoid is Sd9/sin0 and is 

equivalent to a ring carrying a current of InSd0/sin0. Integrating over 

the limits of ©i and ©2, the angles between the radii (extending from the 

point z to the two ends of the coil) and the axis, 
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S 
e 

2nl n dô n/ 
©'■] 

S Sin© 
2T7l n J Sintt d© 
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since Sin© - 

Bz ■ (cos0^ - cos6¿) . 

For «n infinitely long solenoid, ■ 0, and O2 ■ TT 

Bz - I n ■ IN 

One of the properties of the infinitely long solenoid is that the flux 

density is uniform everywhere Inside the solenoid. It is independent of 
NI 

zt the coordinate in the axial direction, and is equal to y. The mag¬ 

netic fluxes outside the solenoid may be shown to be zero. 

Using the derived equation, the axial fluxes can be plotted as in 

Figure A-l for a finite long solenoid, L “ 100 R. The flux inside one- 

radius away from either end of the solenoid can be seen as 857. of that 

of the infinitely long solenoid; while the flux outside one-rsdius away 
NI 

is 15% of -jjr along the axis. 



APPENDIX B 

Magnetic Fluxes In â "C-Shaped" Yoke of NickPl 

Figure 3 is a "C-shaped" yòke of nickel wrapped by a coll around the 

yoke. If the gap thickness is small compared with the other dimensions, we 

can assume that the fluxes will go around through the loop just as they did 

in the torus. If the yoke has a uniform cross-sectional area and if we neg 

lect any edge effect, at the gap, we find B is uniform around the yoke. B 

will also have the same value in the air gap. Using the static Maxwell 

equations, 

Hrfi ♦ H2f2 - N I 

calling Hj the field in the air gap, the gap thickness and similarly 

using 2 subscript for the nickel part. In the air gap, dj * Bj. Since 

fll " ®2» the above eouatlon becomes 

B2/1 ♦ H2/2 - N I 

Also B2 - ¿iH2 

The two unknowns, B2 and H2, may be solved from the two equations. If the 

lengths fi, S2 are equal, and u is large, the part dur to the nickel resis* 

tance, H2f2, may be dropped. Hence the main resistance is contributed from 

the air gap, HjJf - NI . 

The situation of a finite solenoid around a straight nickel rod is 

different from the "C-shape" yoke. The air path is larger than the nickel 

path. The flux density is not uniform either. But the resistance concept 

remains. For a magnetic material of large permeability, it offers less 

resistance to the magnetic flux than the air gap (path). If the small 

resistance can be neglected In the nickel rod, the length of the air path 

may be a fraction of that in the finite solenoid of air core. The perturba- 

tion of the fluxes by the presence of a nickel rod is assumed small. Then, 

it is the fraction of the resistance that contributes the factor K. The 

value of K may only be estimated as approximately K - 2. 

0 
\ 



APPENDIX C 

Conversion Factor of 4tT /100 

The basic relations between the force, the magnetic flux, and the 

current are 

F - B I0L [Newton] - [ vmp][m] 
m 

B'L - ~ N.I 
io' 1 

Weber 
2 

. m] - [Amp] 
10' 

Hence 
F - N-I.I. 

10' 11 
c 

[Newton] ■ 10 [dynes] 

F ■ -^7 lO^.I.I-tdynes] 
107 

12.6 u « . 
lOO” N1I1I2 

[Newton] - [Amp][Aisp] 

T • F*L 

Tl» e 
GX 

100 ■" 

4nR2G 

[Torque] ■ [dynes][cm] 

[radianL 
IdasealLçsl 
[dynes][cm]2 

[radian] 

When G 
1 cm J 

R - [cm] Ip I2 - [Amp] 
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Figure 1 Static System Analyzed 

(a) Mercury Pool 

(b) Nickel Rod 

(c) Long Solenoid Coll 
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